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The Electronic Privacy Information Center (“EPIC”) submits these comments in response to
the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) proposed consent agreements and request for comments.1
In the past, EPIC has routinely provided detailed comments to the FTC on proposed agreements in
response to the request for comments. 2 In this instance, EPIC has chosen instead to explain how the
FTC could have prevented the breach of the personal data of 87 million Facebook users if the agency
had enforced the 2011 consent order, as EPIC repeatedly urged. We are also providing these
comments on the Cambridge Analytica matter to the Chairs and Ranking Members of the Senate
Commerce Committee and the House Energy and Commerce Committee.
The FTC was aware of the problems with Facebook business practices that led to Cambridge
Analytica years before the breach. Complaints from EPIC and other consumer groups, the FTC’s
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own complaint, and the independent assessor’s report all indicate that the FTC should have enforced
the 2011 Consent Order against Facebook. Our assessment is that the Cambridge Analytica breach,
as well as a range of threats to consumer privacy and democratic institutions, could have been
prevented if the Commission had enforced the Consent Order against Facebook years ago.3

EPIC and the 2011 Consent Order with Facebook
The problems that led to Cambridge Analytica were well known, widely documented, and
had produced a favorable legal judgement in 2011. From mid-2009 through 2011, EPIC and a
coalition of consumer organizations pursued comprehensive accountability for the social media
platform.4 Our complaint alleged that Facebook had changed user privacy settings and disclosed the
personal data of users to third parties without the consent of users.5 EPIC and others had conducted
extensive research and documented the instances of Facebook overriding the users’ privacy settings
to reveal personal information and to disclose, for commercial benefit, user data, and the personal
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data of friends and family members, to third parties without their knowledge or affirmative consent. 6
Based on EPIC’s complaints, the FTC brought an action against Facebook in 2011 and entered into a
consent decree in 2012.
The FTC complaint highlighted significant privacy violations by Facebook, including the
level of access Facebook granted to third-party applications. The complaint alleged that “a Platform
Application could access profile information that was unrelated to the Application’s purpose or
unnecessary to its operation. For example, a Platform Application with a narrow purpose, such as a
quiz regarding a television show, in many instances could access a user’s Relationship Status, as
well as the URL for every photo and video that the user had uploaded to Facebook’s web site,
despite the lack of relevance of this information to the Application.”7 This example is almost
identical to Cambridge Analytica’s GSRApp, except instead of a television quiz the application
developed by Aleksandr Kogan and Alexander Nix was a personality quiz.
Yet despite the FTC’s recognition in 2011 that “Facebook has provided Platform
Applications unrestricted access to user profile information that such Applications have not needed
to operate”8 and the consent agreement intended to prevent this behavior in the future, the FTC did
not prevent Cambridge Analytica’s privacy violations.
In 2011 the FTC’s proposed settlement with Facebook was widely viewed as a major step
forward for the protection of consumer privacy in the United States. EPIC expressed support for the
Consent Order but also believed it could be improved.9 The Chairman of the FTC stated, “Facebook
is obligated to keep the promises about privacy that it makes to its hundreds of millions of users.
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Facebook's innovation does not have to come at the expense of consumer privacy. The FTC action
will ensure it will not.”
Commissioners and staff of the FTC later testified before Congress, citing the Facebook
Consent Order as a major accomplishment for the Commission.10 And U.S. policymakers held out
the FTC’s work in discussions with trading partners for the proposition that the U.S. could provide
privacy protections to those users of U.S.-based services.11
But there was an additional problem that no one could have anticipated: the Federal Trade
Commission was unwilling to enforce its own consent order. Almost immediately after the
settlement was finalized, Facebook began to test the FTC’s willingness to stand behind its
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judgements. Dramatic changes in the company’s advertising model led to more invasive tracking of
Internet users. Online and offline activities were increasingly becoming merged.
To EPIC and many others, these changes violated the terms of the Consent Order. We urged
the FTC to establish a process to review these changes and publish its findings so that the public
could at least evaluate whether the companies were complying with the original orders. But the
Commission remained silent, even as it defended its enforcement model in Congress and elsewhere.
Meanwhile, Facebook’s lax privacy practices allowed a personality quiz to gain access to 87 million
user records to manipulate the outcomes of national elections. The FTC’s reluctance to enforce the
Consent Order for several years sent a message to the company that privacy violations would be
tolerated.

Facebook’s 2013 Privacy Assessment
Under the terms of the 2012 Consent Order, Facebook was obligated to obtain independent
assessments of their privacy practices on a biennial basis and submit those audits to the FTC for
review. The independent assessor, PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”), flagged a critical issue in the
very first Facebook assessment—that Facebook didn’t assess service providers’ compliance with the
company’s Data Use Policies. As PwC noted, “[t]here is limited evidence retained to demonstrate
that Facebook monitored or assessed the service provider’s compliance with Facebook’s Data Use
Policies. Lack of comprehensive monitoring makes it more difficult to detect inappropriately
implemented privacy settings within these third-party developed applications.”12 That finding was
redacted in the version of the assessment EPIC obtained through a Freedom of Information Act
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request.13 Yet the FTC took no action to address Facebook’s lax privacy practices after reviewing the
assessment.
Therefore, not only had the FTC been aware of Facebook’s lax data security practices with
third-party applications before the Order, but the independent assessor hired to flag issues for the
FTC had alerted the Commission that the problem continued after Order went into effect. The FTC
was on notice that Facebook had insufficient monitoring for third parties in violation of the Order as
early as 2013. But the FTC did nothing to address the problem. PwC’s assessment control “required
Facebook to perform a Mobile Application Certification process for Facebook Experience
applications, which process included Facebook Experience application developers validating that
they were in compliance with Facebook’s data policies and procedures.” 14 And rather than change
their business practices, Facebook changed the standard for their future “independent” assessments
to avoid PwC flagging the issue. 15 The FTC did not investigate the problem PwC reported in 2013,
and did not prevent Facebook from changing the assessment standard so the problem would not be
reported in later assessments.

The secrecy of the agency has contributed to the lack of oversight at the FTC that led to the
Cambridge Analytica fiasco. EPIC advocated for the public release of the privacy assessments since
the Consent Order was first announced in 2011. In our comments on the proposed Consent Order,
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we recommended “[i]n order to fulfill the Order’s emphasis on awareness and commitment to the
independence of the assessments, the Commission should require the results of the assessments to be
made public to the greatest extent possible under existing law.”16 EPIC is currently litigating to
obtain public release of the unredacted Facebook assessments, reports, and related records. 17

Conclusion
There is no excuse for the FTC’s failure to protect user privacy. EPIC and other consumer
groups informed the FTC of the problem, the FTC acknowledged the problem in its complaint, and
the independent assessor flagged the issue in its first biennial assessment of Facebook’s privacy
practices. The FTC was aware that Facebook gave third party applications unrestricted access user
information and did not act to stop it.
The transfer of 87 million user records to Cambridge Analytica could have been avoided if
the FTC had done its job. The 2011 Consent Order against Facebook was issued to protect the
privacy of user data. If it had been enforced, there would be no need for these consent agreements
with Aleksandr Kogan and Alexander Nix.

Sincerely,
/s/ Marc Rotenberg
Marc Rotenberg
EPIC President

/s/ Christine Bannan
Christine Bannan
EPIC Consumer Protection Counsel
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